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Key Points: 24	
 25	

• Coordinated contraction of the uterine smooth muscle is essential to parturition. 26	

• Histologically and physiologically defined pacemaker structures have not been 27	

identified in uterine smooth muscle. 28	

• Here we report combined electrophysiological and histological evidence of zones 29	

associated with pacemaker activity in the rat myometrium (MPPZ = 30	

myometrial/placental pacemaking zone)  31	

• Our method relies crucially on the integration of histological and electrophysiological 32	

data in an in silico 3-dimensional reconstruction of the rat myometrium at 10 33	

micrometer resolution  34	

• We find that MPPZs are closely related with placental sites and the area of disruptive 35	

myometrial remodelling surrounding such sites 36	

• If analogues of the MPPZ are present in the human, defining their histology and 37	

physiology will be important steps towards treatment of pre-term birth, pre-eclampsia, 38	

and post-partum haemorrhage 39	

  40	



Abstract 41	

Coordinated uterine contractions are essential for delivering viable offspring in mammals.  In 42	

contrast to other visceral smooth muscles, it is not known where excitation within the uterus 43	

is initiated, and no defined pace-making region has hitherto been identified. Using multi-44	

electrode array recordings and high-resolution computational reconstruction of the three-45	

dimensional micro-structure of late pregnant rat uterus, we demonstrate that electrical 46	

potentials are initiated in distinct structures within the placental bed of individual 47	

implantation sites. These previously unidentified structures represent modified smooth 48	

muscle bundles that are derived from bridges between the longitudinal and circular layers.  49	

Coordinated implantation and encapsulation by invading trophoblast give rise to isolated 50	

placental/myometrial interface bundles that directly connect to the overlying longitudinal 51	

smooth muscle layer. Taken together, these observations imply that the anatomical structure 52	

of the uterus, combined with site-specific implantation, gives rise to emergent patterns of 53	

electrical activity that drive effective contractility during parturition. 54	

  55	



Introduction 56	

Myometrial smooth muscle is capable of generating phasic contractions in the absence of 57	

stimuli from the central nervous system or circulating hormones (Garfield & Maner, 2007). 58	

As in all visceral muscles, contractions require the generation and propagation of electrical 59	

signals at the plasma membrane of cells, which are arranged in an electrotonically connected 60	

syncytium (Garfield et al., 1988). Tissues such as the heart and the stomach orchestrate 61	

electrical activity via dedicated anatomical structures that generate pace-making potentials 62	

(Lammers et al., 2009). In contrast, the small intestine and bladder generate excitatory 63	

potentials at distinct but anatomically variable sites throughout the tissue (Lammers & 64	

Stephen, 2008; Hammad et al., 2014). To date, no pacemaker regions with specific 65	

anatomical features have been described in the mammalian uterus, which is perhaps 66	

surprising given that coordinated forceful contractions are essential to parturition. Multi-67	

electrode recordings of rat uteri demonstrated that potentials tend to initiate either at placental 68	

sites on the mesometrial border, or near the ovarian end (Lammers et al., 2015). 69	

To shed light on the processes underlying activation in the rat myometrium, we established a 70	

three-step procedure that combines isochronal analysis of multi-electrode recordings with 71	

scans of histological slides of the same tissue specimens and automated image processing 72	

based on detection of cell nuclei, followed by 3D tissue reconstruction.  This analysis enabled 73	

the correlation of the kinematics of reconstructed wave fronts of electrical activity 74	

propagating along the myometrium with a detailed reconstruction of tissue micro-75	

architecture, at an unprecedented resolution level of 10 µm for an entire organ measuring 76	

approximately 5 cm in length (Lutton et al., 2017). Using this strategy, we identified a 77	

defined histological structure in which electrical potentials are triggered by the integration of 78	

fetal and maternal stimuli, the “myometrial-placental pacemaker zone” (MPPZ). 79	

  80	



Materials and Methods 81	

Ethical approval  82	

Animal experiments were carried out at the University of Al-Ain (institutional ethical 83	

approval: AE/03/30) in accordance with the local Institutional Animal Care and Use 84	

Committee regulations, the Animal Scientific Procedures Act and The Journal of 85	

Physiology’s guidelines on animal ethics. Virgin Wistar rats (n=3) were time-mated, and 86	

pregnancy dated as day 0 of gestation if the sperm cells were observed in the vaginal lavage 87	

the next morning. Rats had access to food and water ad libitum and were housed in a climate-88	

controlled room under a 12:12 h light/dark cycle. Rats were euthanized (D19-20) by graded 89	

CO2 inhalation Schedule 1 procedure, and the uterine horns were rapidly excised via a 90	

midline incision of the abdomen.  91	

 92	

Electrophysiology 93	

The uterine horns were opened longitudinally along the anti-mesometrial border and pinned 94	

with the serosal side facing upwards, to a final dimension of approximately 20 mm by 50 95	

mm.  The tissue was then perfused by placing in modified Tyrode’s solution (mmol/L: 130 96	

NaCl, 4.5 KCl, 2.2 CaCl2, 0.6 MgCl2, 24.2 NaHCO3, 1.2 NaH2PO4, and 11 glucose, saturated 97	

with carbogen (95% O2/5% CO2) pH 7.35, 37ºC) at a rate of 100 ml per minute.  The 98	

electrophysiological experiments were performed as described in detail by (Lammers et al., 99	

2015).  Electrical recordings were made using a custom rectangular 240-electrode array (24 100	

by 10; 2 mm inter-electrode distance), which covered the entire preparation. The electrodes 101	

consisted of Teflon-coated silver wires (0.3mm diameter, Cooner Wire). Unipolar 102	

electrograms were recorded from each individual electrode, with a silver plate located in the 103	

tissue bath serving as the common reference electrode. All electrodes were connected through 104	

shielded wires to 240 AC amplifiers where the signals were amplified (4000 times), filtered 105	



(bandwidth 2–400 Hz), digitized (8 bits, 1 kHz sampling rate) and stored on a PC. 106	

Recordings were performed for 30 consecutive minutes. After the experiments, signals were 107	

digitally filtered (using a 20-point moving average) and displayed on screen. The beginning 108	

of every burst was located in time and the location of the first electrical signal in every burst 109	

noted. 110	

 111	

Analysis of multi-electrode array recordings 112	

Multi-electrode array recordings were processed in order to determine initiation and 113	

propagation of excitation waves: bursting behaviour was characterised at each electrode by 114	

analysing the electrical activity recorded by the given electrode, and this behaviour was 115	

subsequently cross-correlated across the electrode array in order to generate isochrone maps 116	

charting the propagation of the activity over the entire organ (Fig.1). 117	

Raw signals were processed by applying a Gaussian filter of radius 20 ms (Burden & Faires, 118	

2005). Peaks and troughs in the smoothed signal were identified by applying seven-point 119	

first- and second-order numerical derivative filters (Burden & Faires, 2005).  The peak-to-120	

peak difference between each trough and subsequent peak was then computed and two 121	

thresholding procedures applied to the amplitudes of these peak-to-peak differences 122	

(Goldberger & Ng, 2010). 123	

The first procedure identified a threshold at each time t by computing the interquartile range 124	

of the combined set of smoothed voltages in the 5 second interval centred at t and a 5 second 125	

interval in the electrogram with no excitation. The threshold at t was set at 3 times this 126	

interquartile range. The second procedure identified thresholds over 100 ms intervals, using 127	

localised Otsu thresholding (Otsu, 1979), which uses the spread of values to identify an 128	

optimal threshold. The range of values used to calculate the Otsu threshold were all peak-to-129	

peak differences above the initial threshold within the 0.5 second interval centred about the 130	



100 ms interval. Application of the two thresholding procedures produced a sequence of 131	

times for each electrogram where the peak-to-peak difference at a given time is considered to 132	

represent an action potential spike.  Bursts were identified from these spike times by setting a 133	

minimum burst length of 5 seconds, minimum frequency of spikes in the burst as 2 Hz, and 134	

maximum time difference between spikes in the burst as 1 second.  An electrogram that 135	

contained a sequence of action potentials meeting the above criteria was considered to show 136	

bursting behaviour, and was compared with other bursting electrograms to determine if they 137	

recorded the same excitation wave. Comparisons were performed between pairs of electrodes 138	

that were at most 1 cm apart. Electrograms were compared in pairs, with the assumption that 139	

if the excitation wave reaches both electrodes, then the sequence of spike times that appear in 140	

one electrogram will appear at a later point in time in the other electrogram. For each pair of 141	

electrograms the comparison was performed twice, one for each possible direction of travel. 142	

The comparison was performed by moving the spike times in one electrogram backwards in 143	

time and comparing 2 second time intervals of these displaced spike times to the spike times 144	

in the other electrogram. The range of physiologically plausible time displacements was 145	

taken to be from 50 to 1000 ms per cm distance between the electrodes, corresponding to a 146	

propagation speed between 1 to 20 cm per second. These values were selected on the basis of 147	

previous observations (Rabotti & Mischi, 2015). A spike in this interval in either electrogram 148	

was deemed matched if it was within 20 ms of a spike in the other electrogram. An interval 149	

was deemed matched for a given time displacement if the proportion of spikes in the interval 150	

in both electrograms was greater than 0.7. The electrograms were deemed to match if the 151	

proportion of 2-second intervals that were matched for some time displacement was greater 152	

than 0.25. The matching algorithm was used to create distinct sets of electrodes recording the 153	

same excitation wave.  For each set of electrodes in the recording, isochrone maps were 154	



generated for each set of electrodes in the recording, and colour-coded to represent the time 155	

at which the excitation wave reached the electrodes. 156	

 157	

High-resolution reconstruction of myometrial smooth muscle 158	

Methods for serial sectioning of the tissue, image registration, and identification of nuclei in 159	

the histological slides were described previously (Lutton et al., 2017).  Briefly, the pinned 160	

tissue described above was fixed in formalin, embedded in paraffin and sliced into serial 161	

sections 5µm thick.  Slicing of the tissue was performed from the endometrial to the serosal 162	

side, causing most smooth muscle bundles in both circular and longitudinal layers of the 163	

myometrium to lie approximately parallel to the plane of slicing. Any slides that were too 164	

severely distorted by sectioning to register properly were discarded.  These slides were 165	

stained with haematoxylin and eosin to identify the nuclei in the tissue. In each slide the 166	

nuclei of all cell types were automatically identified and the position, size, and orientation 167	

were recorded (Lutton et al., 2017).  In particular, the sizes and the orientation of the nuclei 168	

were recorded as the angle between the x-axis and the major axis of the nucleus.  Nuclei were 169	

first filtered by size, and any nuclei outside the range 10.4 µm2 and 62.1 µm2 were discarded. 170	

Nuclei were identified as being smooth muscle nuclei by imposing a rectangular area, 171	

centered at the nucleus of the given cell, of length 150 µm and width 30 µm with long axis 172	

aligned with the major axis of the nucleus. For a nucleus at point p with orientation angle a, 173	

the following average was computed: 174	

𝐻 𝑝 ≔ 1/𝑁 |cos(𝑎-

.

-/0

− 𝑎)| 175	

 176	

where a1,. . ., aN are the orientation angles of all nuclei in the rectangle. If the orientation 177	

angle exceeded than the threshold value 0.9, and the density of the rectangle was within the 178	



range 1000-3300 nuclei per mm2, then the nucleus at p was taken to be in a smooth muscle 179	

cell.  Each slide was coarse-grained to images with pixels of length 10 µm, with each pixel 180	

containing a nucleus identified as being in smooth muscle tissue assigned a value of 1. Any 181	

nuclei that were not identified as smooth muscle, but were contained in one or more 182	

rectangular areas of the above nuclei, were assigned the maximal value of: 183	

cos(𝑎3 − 𝑎 | 184	

where aq is the orientation angle of the given nucleus, and a is the orientation angle of a 185	

smooth muscle nucleus with associated rectangular area containing the given nucleus. These 186	

assigned values were placed in the pixels of the image containing the nuclei.  The sparse 187	

image containing these assigned values was filled to represent smooth muscle cells by 188	

applying anisotropic Gaussian filters at each point of the image (Geusebroek et al., 2003).  189	

The anisotropic filters were rectangular in shape, with length 13 pixels and width 3 pixels 190	

(standard deviation 6 pixels along the long axis, 1 pixel along the short axis), and long axis 191	

along the local fibre direction, which was taken to be the direction of the nearest nucleus 192	

assigned a value in the previous step. Following assignment of pixel values in x and y a 193	

smoothing step in the z-axis was applied between slides, with a Gaussian kernel of standard 194	

deviation = 1 and length = 1. 195	

MPPZs were identified manually by comparison of the computational reconstruction of 196	

anatomy of electrically active areas with histological slides.  For a given placental site, a cube 197	

in the reconstruction was selected as a seeding point and extending to approximately 1 cm 198	

away from the site with a lower threshold of 0.05 applied to the smoothed values to facilitate 199	

processing of the geometry of the tissue.  Voxels were grouped into connected components, 200	

and all but the largest groups were discarded, as these represent areas not connected to the 201	

myometrium and therefore are electrically isolated. The decidua and mesometrial triangle 202	

were surrounded by myometrial smooth muscle in the histological sections.   203	



Thus, within each slide plane, all areas interior to the thresholded pixels with area greater 204	

than 240 pixels (0.024 mm2) were taken to be part of the placentation site. Potential MPPZ 205	

structures were identified by dilating and subsequently eroding these interior points by 20 206	

voxels (200 µm) (Toennies, 2012), so that as the points expand they engulf any structures 207	

projecting into the interior, with the structures then captured within edges for further 208	

processing.  These structures were then segmented using hysteresis thresholding, of lower 209	

threshold 0.1 and upper threshold 0.25 (Nixon & Aguado, 2002).  Structures were visualized 210	

by attribution of arbitrary colours in Mathematica (Wolfram Research, 2010) and selected by 211	

comparison to histological slides.  Identified MPPZs were then re-rendered in the full 3-212	

dimensional volume.  Further technical details of these techniques can be found at 213	

https://doi.org/10.1101/152678.  214	

  215	



Results 216	

In previous experiments on 8 rats, with a total of 29 independent observations, we 217	

demonstrated that the majority of excitations recorded at the serosal surface originate from 218	

placental sites on the mesometrial border (Lammers et al., 2015).  In these experiments, we 219	

were unable to determine the precise site of origin of the electrical activity.  In order to 220	

correlate electrical activity with anatomical structure, we first repeated these recordings of 221	

electrical potentials from the serosal surface of rat myometrium. 222	

After recording three 30-minute time series of spontaneous activity per preparation, each 223	

taken from a different animal, the tissues were processed to capture the 3-dimensional 224	

histological microarchitecture as described previously (Lutton et al., 2017). Histological 225	

structure and electrical activity were subsequently collated to identify the anatomical sites 226	

where electrical excitation originates (Fig. 2). 227	

 228	

Uterine Structure 229	

 230	

The general higher-order structure of all samples analysed was consistent with that of a 231	

highly ordered inner circular layer of myometrial smooth muscle, which surrounds the 232	

decidualised stromal cells lining the lumen.  The outer, sub-serosal, layer of the myometrial 233	

smooth muscle has a longitudinal orientation and is separated from the inner circular layer by 234	

connective tissue and vasculature.  In rodents, this general structure is well described, and is 235	

patterned during early post-natal development (Brody & Cunha, 1989).  236	

In silico tissue reconstruction visualised and charted the 3-dimensional fibrous structure at 237	

high resolution (Lutton et al., 2017), allowing us to discover novel anatomical features of the 238	

myometrium of functional significance.  Detailed analysis revealed bridge-like structures of 239	

myometrial smooth muscle that were invariably associated with the vascular bed of the 240	



intermediate layer and which form direct connections between the longitudinal and circular 241	

layers of the myometrium (Fig. 3).   The observed bridges were numerous and scattered 242	

throughout the tissue (Fig. 4). 243	

 244	

Electrode array recordings and identification of myometrial placental pacemaker zones 245	

 246	

We analyzed the spatio-temporal electrode array data in combination with the anatomical 247	

data to determine where electrical activity was originating.  The electrode-array data were 248	

processed using an algorithm, which identified similarities in the waveform of a train of 249	

action potentials that were used to cross-correlate signals at different locations in the array, 250	

allowing a given activation event to be tracked in time and space. In total 382 bursts were 251	

analysed with mean burst duration of 39.2 (±14.6, SD) seconds. Figure 4 presents the results 252	

as isochrone maps, superimposed on in silico reconstructions of the uteri.  For each activation 253	

event, the electrode in closest proximity to the putative initiation point was identified and the 254	

local anatomical area was examined for common features that were confirmed for direct 255	

connectivity.  In eight of the nine recordings, excitation was initiated in close proximity to an 256	

placental site, with subsequent activity spreading along the mesometrial border.  The final 257	

recording in the third tissue sample (bottom right in Fig. 5) exhibited a different pattern of 258	

excitation, with activity initiated at the ovarian end of the tissue and spreading away from the 259	

mesometrial border; such excitations, though rarer than placental bed events, have been 260	

observed previously in these preparations (Lammers et al., 2015).  261	

Investigation of the histological slides at these initiation points revealed myometrial bundles 262	

in the placenta that were contiguous with the longitudinal layer (Fig. 6). High-resolution 3-263	

dimensional reconstructions of these structures revealed finger-like projections of 264	

myometrium in close proximity to all placental beds (n=14).  When visualised on the 265	



haematoxylin and eosin histology sections myometrial smooth muscle cells within these 266	

regions were distinguished by their stellate morphology from cells within the same bundle 267	

but situated outside of the placenta (Fig.5 D&E).  These bundles appear to be modified 268	

bridge-like structures that have been captured by the invading placenta.  Combination of the 269	

electrical recordings with the anatomical structure of the MPPZs and surrounding myometrial 270	

smooth muscle cell network allowed reconstruction of each event, demonstrating a distinct 271	

path of excitation from the MPPZ to the longitudinal fibres (Fig. 7). 272	

  273	



Discussion 274	

Parturition in the rodent is initiated by a combination of endocrine and paracrine signals. 275	

Central to the onset of labour is the systemic withdrawal of progesterone caused by 276	

prostanoid-induced collapse of the corpus luteum (Bonventre et al., 1997; Sugimoto et al., 277	

1997; Gross et al., 1998).  The fall in circulating progesterone levels, combined with 278	

increased local progesterone resistance (Condon et al., 2003; Renthal et al., 2010), activates 279	

genes that encode for contraction associated proteins, such as connexin 43 (Garfield et al., 280	

1977) and the oxytocin receptor (Fuchs et al., 1982; Fuchs et al., 1983), that render the 281	

myometrium both responsive to excitation stimuli and synchronize contractions. Concomitant 282	

with alterations in susceptibility to stimulation, decidual senescence (Hirota et al., 2011; Cha 283	

et al., 2013) and fetal signals (Condon et al., 2004) increase prostanoid synthesis promoting 284	

electrical excitation, voltage-gated calcium entry, and contraction (Parkington et al., 1999b) 285	

but the precise site of activation has, until now, remained unknown. 286	

In this study, we combined multi-electrode recordings with high-resolution anatomical 287	

reconstruction to demonstrate that electrical potentials predominantly originate at specialised 288	

interfaces of the myometrium and placenta.  Moreover, our results suggest that these 289	

myometrial-placental pacemaker zones (MPPZs) form a conduit between each implanted 290	

feto-placental unit and the broader myometrial smooth muscle network. The spatial 291	

organisation of the bundles of myometrial smooth muscle in the area of vascular and 292	

connective tissue between the longitudinal and circular layers appears to be of particular 293	

significance. Bridge-like structures that apparently occur randomly across the tissue, but 294	

always in close proximity to the vasculature, form connections between the inner circular 295	

myometrium and the outer longitudinal myometrium.  296	

The mesometrial-antimesometrial axis governs orientation in rodents; implantation into the 297	

anti-mesometrial lumen on day 4 after formation of the vaginal plug orientates the blastocyst 298	



for placentation into the mesometrial border (Daikoku et al., 2011).  The asymmetry of 299	

implantation is encoded by a Wnt5a gradient across the uterine lumen that creates a timed 300	

evagination and subsequent implantation crypt (Cha et al., 2014).  The regular spacing of the 301	

implantation crypts is directed by planar cell polarity signalling, as mice deficient in the non-302	

canonical Wnt intermediary Vangl2 exhibit defective crypt formation and severely 303	

compromised pregnancy outcomes (Yuan et al., 2016).  Our data suggests that the asymmetry 304	

of patterning, combined with the association of bridges with vasculature, promotes co-305	

localisation of implantation with the vascular supply of the mesometrial axis, and the bridge-306	

like structures of myometrium that provide electrical access to the entire myometrial network.  307	

It remains unclear whether the bridge-like structures are formed postnatally concurrently with 308	

the circular and longitudinal layers (Brody & Cunha, 1989) or at the same time as the crypt 309	

structures of the lumen (Daikoku et al., 2011; Cha et al., 2014; Yuan et al., 2016). However, 310	

as the vascular network forms before the circular and longitudinal layers (Brody & Cunha, 311	

1989) we surmise that bridges form postnatally through the paths created by the vascular bed.  312	

The myometrial fibres we observe as the MPPZs are analogous to those described by 313	

Pijnenborg and coworkers in an immuno-histochemical study of placental sites in the late 314	

pregnant rat (Vercruysse et al., 2006). Using cytokeratin as a marker for invading interstitial 315	

trophoblast, and alpha-actin as a marker for myometrial smooth muscle, the study identified 316	

invasion of the lateral longitudinal myometrium by trophoblast as a ubiquitous event by day 317	

20 and 21 of pregnancy. The invading interstitial trophoblast front originates from glycogen 318	

cell islands at the trophospongial-decidual junction, near the maternal channel, and 319	

temporally coincides with lower interstitial trophoblast number in the decidua and 320	

progesterone withdrawal.  It is tempting to speculate that this event is timed to coincide with 321	

the onset of parturition to establish MPPZs capable of initiating uterine contractions in 322	

response to decidual senescence. 323	



Our computational reconstructions of the MPPZ regions suggest that they originate from 324	

myometrial bundles that have become rearranged during extra-villous trophoblast invasion. 325	

This implies that poor implantation, or implantation outside of the mesometrial axis (i.e. not 326	

associated with the vascular bed), would lead to poor pregnancy outcomes, as has been 327	

demonstrated experimentally in several genetic mouse models (Song et al., 2002; Ye et al., 328	

2005; Sun et al., 2012). 329	

The anatomical restructuring of the myometrium and the formation of the MPPZs during 330	

pregnancy described in this study precedes the gestation-dependent alteration in electrical 331	

excitability that is conserved across all mammals tested to date (Casteels & Kuriyama, 1965; 332	

Parkington et al., 1999a).  These changes are mediated by the expression of different classes 333	

of potassium channel (Brainard et al., 2007), some of which control resting membrane 334	

potential (McCloskey et al., 2014) whilst others modulate the action potential waveform to 335	

allow for more forceful contractions of longer duration (Khan et al., 1993; Knock et al., 336	

1999; Pierce et al., 2008; Greenwood et al., 2009; Parkington et al., 2014; Atia et al., 2016). 337	

Thus, the timely activation of the MPPZ at each feto-maternal interface, in a coupled and 338	

excitable electrical network, provides an elegant solution for driving contraction from the 339	

placental site towards the cervix to facilitate delivery of multiple fetuses in a polytocus 340	

uterus. It is currently not known whether these MPPZ regions exist in the placentas of a 341	

singleton uterus such as the human. We have recently demonstrated that there are substantial 342	

myometrial fibres that originate from the larger outer body of the human uterus (the stratum 343	

supra vasculare), traverse the stratum vasculare and terminate in the inner junctional zone at a 344	

depth consistent with placental invasion (Lutton et al., 2017). Such fibres could form a 345	

conduit between the myometrial placental interface and the larger, main body of the uterus.  346	

In conclusion, we have shown that electrical activity in the rat myometrium originates from 347	



MPPZs and that the spatial organization of these areas likely promotes coordinated delivery 348	

of fetuses in a polytocus uterus. 349	
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Figure Legends: 368	

Figure 1. 369	

Processing pipeline for EMG data analysis.  Data from a 240 micro-electrode array was 370	

acquired from the serosal myometrial surface over a 30-minute period.  371	

A: An example of raw burst data acquired from an electrode in a time series.  B: Burst data 372	

was first processed by a combination of filtering and thresholding to yield an electrogram 373	

defining a burst duration (red box) and a set of action potential spike times (black spikes) to 374	

be used in a subsequent burst correlation algorithm. C: Each defined burst was correlated 375	

across the electrode array to match electrodes that had detected the same burst to create 376	

propagation maps. Processed spike times were automatically identified for each electrogram, 377	

and compared over 2-second intervals. Comparisons were performed by translating the spikes 378	

backwards in time to identify a time displacement that aligned the spikes to within 20 ms.  379	

This process eliminated to possibility of observing independent burst events at different 380	

electrodes and misinterpreting the time difference of the events as propagation.  Electrodes 381	

(dots) in the map are depicted as matched by connected lines, whereby connected electrodes 382	

detected the same burst during propagation D:  Isochrone maps were generated from the 383	

propagation map in C.  Burst initiation times for each electrode in a matched series were used 384	

to apply a pseudo-coloured scale of 200ms time bins.  Thus, all electrodes that are depicted as 385	

the same colour recorded a matched burst of electrical activity within the same 200ms 386	

timeframe, though the time resolution of the recording and algorithm were still sufficient to 387	

infer propagation. In all subsequent isochrone maps, the electrode that first recorded an 388	

observed burst is marked by a white star.   389	

 390	

Figure 2. 391	



 A: Three rat uteri were cut along the anti-mesometrial border (AMB) and pinned with the 392	

serosal side facing upwards, positioning the mesometrial border (MB), along with the 393	

implantation sites (IS), in the centre of the tissue. B: Each uterus was fixed in formalin, 394	

embedded in paraffin, sectioned into 5 µm serial sections, and stained with haematoxylin and 395	

eosin. C: Detailed in silico reconstructions of the uteri were generated from these serial 396	

sections using a semi-automated image analysis pipeline. D: Multi-electrode array recordings 397	

were performed prior to fixation, which were processed to generate isochrone maps that 398	

represent the spread of electrical activity. These isochrone maps were compared to the 399	

reconstructed tissue to identify structural features in the tissue that affect the initiation and 400	

termination of the excitation waves.  Colours in the isochrone map correspond to the time at 401	

which the excitation wave reaches the given area in the tissue (colour key on the left).  All 402	

images representing tissue are oriented with the ovarian end of the tissue on the left. Scale 403	

bars represent 5mm. 404	

 405	

Figure 3. 406	

 A: 3-dimensional reconstruction of the bridge-like structures within the myometrium. Inset 407	

box in close proximity to the mesometrial border observed from a lateral viewpoint shows 408	

bridges (1, 2, 3) surrounding a blood vessel (BV) and joining the circular (Circ) and 409	

longitudinal (Long) myometrium. The dotted line represents a graphical cut away boundary 410	

removing the longitudinal layer to reveal the underlying circular layer. Bridge 1.  Cyan, 411	

Bridge 2.  Dark Green, Bridge 3.  Light green.  B:  Bridges depicted in A isolated for 412	

visualisation. Planes a, b, and c, can be observed in the histological sections (haematoxylin 413	

and eosin) depicted in C.  C: Histological sections of planes a, b, and c.  Bridges 1, 2, and 3 414	

can be observed in cross section, within the vasculature of the intermediate layer.  Black scale 415	

bars represent 500 µm, red scale bar represents 5 mm. 416	



 417	

Figure 4. 418	

Reconstruction of bridge positions (green dots) in the uterine preparations. Bridges are 419	

numerous and distributed throughout the tissue.  Red scale bar represents 5 mm. 420	

 421	

Figure 5. 422	

Isochrone maps generated from the multi-electrode array recordings in each of the uteri, 423	

superimposed onto the in silico reconstructions of the tissue.  Each row shows isochrone 424	

maps of recordings taken from each of the rat uteri, where each recording covers one minute 425	

of activity, and consecutive recordings are separated by 10 minutes.  Isochrones are coloured 426	

based on the time that the excitation wave reached the given area according to the key shown, 427	

with each isochrone representing a 200 ms time band.  The electrode closest to where the 428	

excitation wave was initiated in each recording was defined by the earliest time point of the 429	

start of a burst within a matched network of propagation and is indicated by a white star.  430	

Initiation points all lie along the mesometrial border in close proximity to the implantation 431	

sites.  Excitation waves propagate along the mesometrial border in all but one recording 432	

(exception shown bottom-right).  All recordings show excitation confined to one side of or 433	

along the mesometrial border, with many exhibiting excitation spreading across the 434	

implantation sites.  Uteri are shown here with the ovarian end at the top of the image.  Scale 435	

bars represent 5 mm. 436	

 437	

Figure 6. 438	

A: Three-dimensional reconstruction of myometrial bundles (arrows) present in the placental 439	

bed, observed from the serosal side of the tissue.  B:  The same bundles (arrows) viewed 440	

from the cervical end of the tissue, with the approximate boundaries between the longitudinal 441	



(L) and circular (C) layers indicated by a green dashed line, showing that the bundles are 442	

attached to the longitudinal myometrium.  C:  Comparison of reconstructed tissue (A & B) 443	

and histological slides (D & E).  D & E: histology of bundles shown in (A & B), with the 444	

points of attachment to the longitudinal myometrium and farthest extension into the placenta 445	

indicated by arrows.  Insets show more detail of the boxes indicated, in each case revealing 446	

that the cells in these structures have a stellate morphology.  The initiation points for 447	

electrical activity in this uterus occur consistently in close proximity to the structure shown in 448	

D.  All images (excluding B) are oriented with the ovarian end of the tissue at the top of the 449	

image. L: longitudinal myometrium, C: circular myometrium, P: placenta.  Red scale bars 450	

represent 1 mm, black scale bars represent 500 µm. 451	

 452	

Figure 7. 453	

MPPZs associated with excitation activity in relation to the surrounding reconstructed tissue. 454	

A, E, & I:  Location of the placenta containing the MPPZ.  B, F & J: High-resolution 455	

reconstruction of the myometrium adjacent to the placenta containing the MPPZ.  The MPPZ 456	

is shown in B, having been identified in the reconstruction algorithm (see also Fig 5).  C, G, 457	

& K: MPPZ (yellow) with reconstructed tissue shown at reduced opacity for clarity.  The 458	

proposed path of excitation (blue) is shown in C & K with the proposed direction of 459	

excitation (arrows).  The proposed path is omitted from G in order to show the MPPZ clearly.  460	

D, H, & L:  MPPZ (yellow), proposed path of excitation (blue), and the location of 461	

electrodes identified as initiation points in the recordings (green circles).  Longitudinal 462	

myometrium was present superficial to the MPPZs; it was therefore necessary to identify the 463	

path that an excitation wave follows from the MPPZ to the serosal surface, where the 464	

electrodes were situated.  The proposed paths of excitation were obtained by visual 465	

inspection of the histological slides, using the 3-dimensional reconstructions to identify 466	



corresponding bundles between slides.  The proposed path in the third sample (K & L) is 467	

restricted to the bundle connecting the MPPZ to the myometrium and the shortest unbroken 468	

path from this bundle to two adjacent electrodes; adjacent bundles are connected to these 469	

bundles, but have been omitted for clarity.  Red scale bar represents 5 mm, black scale bars 470	

represent 2 mm. 471	
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